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REUTERS NEWS AGENCY
REUTERS IS THE WORLD’S LARGEST INTERNATIONAL 
NEWS AGENCY. OUR REAL-TIME MULTIMEDIA COVERAGE 
OF WORLD EVENTS EMPOWERS NEWSROOMS AND  
MEDIA ORGANIZATIONS ACROSS THE GLOBE. 



REUTERS OFFERS A COMPLETE  
MULTIMEDIA NEWS PACKAGE TO PRINT, 
BROADCAST, ONLINE AND WIRELESS  
MEDIA WORLDWIDE.

WHY REUTERS?
 
News leadership is about more than breaking stories; it’s about anticipating them. 
With 200 bureaus and 2700 full-time journalists on the ground worldwide, Reuters is 
consistently on top of global events. Our trusted, unbiased multimedia news coverage 
empowers your newsroom, and keeps you one step ahead of the competition.

We offer unparalleled access to news events and newsmakers. Our global presence and 
local expertise complement our unique ability to put news into context.  We capitalize on 
these strengths to create compelling multimedia content that engages your audience.

Reuters has a reputation built on nearly 160 years of covering news with independence, 
integrity and freedom from bias. We were first to report the assassinations of Abraham 
Lincoln and Mahatma Gandhi, covered the rise and fall of the Berlin Wall, broke the news 
when Iraq invaded Kuwait, told the world about Saddam Hussein’s capture and have 
shared all the triumphs of every modern Olympics, from the 1896 inaugural games in 
Athens to the drama of Beijing 2008.

Every day Reuters sets the standard for comprehensive and reliable coverage of what’s 
happening in the world.

REUTERS NEWS AGENCY

2,700 ACCOMPLISHED REUTERS JOURNALISTS OPERATE FROM 200 BUREAUS, HELPING 
MORE THAN 1 BILLION PEOPLE SEE THEIR WORLD MORE CLEARLY EVERY DAY.
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TEXT NEWSWIRES 
 
Reuters text newswires provide fast, accurate and extensive coverage of regional, national 
and international events. We offer text newswires in 20 languages, covering general, 
political, business, financial, entertainment, lifestyle, technology, health, science, sports 
and human-interest news.

In addition to instant coverage of global news and events, Reuters text newswires include 
feature stories, analyses and essential news planning tools. Our experienced journalists 
deliver indispensable source material and ready-to-publish stories for print, broadcast 
and online media. 

VIDEO
 
Our extensive global network of television journalists and camera crews delivers fast, 
quality video coverage to the world’s newsrooms, as well as to production houses and 
numerous online clients. Our flagship video product, Reuters World News Service 
provides unrivalled coverage of the world’s top television news stories, including sports, 
lifestyle and human-interest feeds and regional news feeds with in-depth local coverage. 
Reuters World News Service includes both a linear feed for extensive live coverage and 
Reuters World News Express, which delivers each story as a digital file along with the 
associated metadata.

PICTURES
 
Reuters photojournalists distribute up to 1,700 pictures each day covering news, sports, 
features, entertainment and business. We have won more than 100 awards since 2005, 
including the 2008 Pulitzer Prize for Breaking News Photography. Our multimedia 
essay on Iraq, Bearing Witness,  received widespread industry recognition, winning Best 
Multimedia award at the Online News Association and New York Photo Awards. Our 
flagship picture service is an indispensable feed of up-to-the-minute news photographs 
providing an accurate, timely view of events that shape the world. The Reuters Pictures 
website offers direct access to live pictures, a searchable archive of more than 3.5 million 
images, daily packages and thematic selections.

REUTERS IS AN INDEPENDENT AGENCY, 
UNAFFILIATED WITH ANY COUNTRY, CULTURE, 
RELIGIOUS OR POLITICAL MOVEMENT.
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DIGITAL SYNDICATION
 
Reuters offers ready-to-publish and dynamically updated news packages, video and 
pictures for digital platforms. Regional teams of editors bring together the latest 
breaking news, with associated graphics and pictures in multimedia formats organized by 
news category.

GRAPHICS
 
Our news graphics enhance information and capture attention. We provide visual analysis 
of top world events in the form of news and information graphics, economic and financial 
charts, along with sports, science, technology and environmental graphics. 

FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
 
Our financial information services provide a powerful source of real-time and historical 
news and data. Used by more than 500,000 finance professionals worldwide, Thomson 
Reuters financial information services include up-to-date statistics, streaming quotes, 
cross-market data, domestic news services, broker research, company fundamentals, 
charting tools and a global news archive.

CONTACT US
For more information, please contact your local sales manager or  
visit reuters.com/newsagency
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